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Abstract. In the paper a non-classical new type of 3D neural network (NN) which is a part of the combined recogni-

tion model is described. The structure of NN takes into account differences among inputs of a NN and in this respect 

different combinations of various types of inputs of a NN are singled out in advance. The new developed approach is 

based on a special operator (Zhuravlev’s operator) that tradeoffs with classical mathematical operator theory. The 

problem of correctness of the proposed model is considered in terms of the solvability of the inverse problem for an 

operator equation. The construction allows to determine the conditions of solvability for the operator equation. These 

conditions are the conditions of the correctness of an algebra over pattern recognition tasks that are not connected 

with functional minimization. This is a new aspect which differs from classical approaches to neural network con-

structions. 

1 INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

A topical problem under NN synthesis for any class of practical problems is the problem of accuracy improvement 

for NN solutions [1,2], [7]. An interesting question to be answered is: whether it is possible to get exact solutions of a 

pattern recognition (p.r.) problem on the base of a NN? The simple and specific case, namely case of perceptron, al-

ready gives a hint, “Yes”, but under some limitation on classes involved in the process. What can be said when classes 

of the task intersect? The questions about exact solutions for topical problems in any field of mathematics, such as 

mathematical physics and p.r., is classical but burning. We are developing a new approach which is not connected with 

functional minimization and that corresponds with classical mathematics, the way partial differential equations and 

operator theory. 

In this paper, for the p.r. problem we will follow the operator approach [3] taking under construction NN paradigm. 

Note, that our space   of initial objects is an  -dimensional binary vector space totally covered by   classes 

                       . Let            be a system of 1-place of 2-valued predicate functions: 

  ( )  〈〈    〉〉, i.e.   ( )             and    ( )                     . 

For datasets for a p.r. task it is possible to single out two tuples:    {          } and    {          } with 

  and   objects from   respectively. The tuple    we will use as training dataset and    as test dataset respectively. It 

can be considered that for    an information (classification) matrix [   ]   
, with       ( 

 ), is given simultaneous-

ly with     In contrast, an information (classification) matrix     [   ]   
 (      ( 

 )) of the test set    has to be 

calculated under our statement of the problem by a p.r. algorithm with no error at all. By following this aim, to receive 

exact solutions of the p.r. problem which does not connect with a functional minimization, we will appeal to a general 

operator equation as an initial equation which describes a number of theoretical and applied problems 

                        ,  (1) 

where the interpretation of  ,  ,   is determined by the initial problem statement. As the classical example we may 

refer to a Dirichlet’s problem for Poisson’s equation: 

   

   
 

   

   
   (   )          (   )    

                  

                                                                 (   )    (   )                (   )    

where is G is a domain,    is a border of G. It depends on the situation, what kind of problem is connected with (1): 

direct or inverse problem. Because of the insolvability of equation (1), instead of (1) it is suggested to solve more in-
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formative auxiliary extreme problem in order to take the solution of the extreme problem as a solution of (1). For p.r. 

the initial problem is the extreme problem which could be written 

      ‖     ‖
 
,       { (          )   (          )   }, (2) 

where   U is the p.r. task (the set of the input data), and   is the set of parameters. Here the separate algorithm    

from   { (          )} is determined by the parameters           , which usually are to be assigned by means 

of an optimization procedure. Task   is treated here as an ordered pair (    
 ), where    is the a starting information 

which includes objects from training data    with given classification matrix [   ]   
(       ( 

 )) and a tuple   of 

objects wanted to be classified. A stock of algorithms, namely {  } are likely to be not enough for solution to an in-

verse problem for (1) or even a solution of (2). The first means that, as a rule, it is impossible to determine     {  } 

for an  ̅  U with  ̅          ̅   .̅ Moreover approximation error could be unacceptably large to take     as a solu-

tion of inverse problem of (1) too, i.e. to take     instead of the algorithm   . We mean that    gives an exact solu-

tion of (1) for  , i.e.         
Learning algorithms for NN mainly followed by scheme of (2) that is why they inherited the benefits and shortcom-

ings of scheme (2) also. Moreover, sometimes it is possible to find exact solutions for (1) by way of a functional mini-

mization [1,2] or at least to get appropriate accuracy of recognition [7] that corresponds with classical mathematics, 

namely computational methods for partial differential equations. Such kind situation with exact solutions is acceptable 

but sooner is an exception than regularity the way for partial differential equations. We proceed from preconception that 

any recognizing algorithm   is represented as a composition of two operators  ,   , that denotes as        . So 

we can substitute equation (1) by the system:  

           {  },  (3) 

     ,  (4) 

where   is an operator, which calculates estimation matrix     [   ]   
,    is a thresholding decision rule with pa-

rameters                      that calculates by matrix   a classification matrix      with elements      {     } 

                    . The   probably does not coincide with matrix     [   ]   
  Element        if        , 

that means algorithm   includes object    to the class   ;         if        , that means      ; and at last if 

           , it is considered that   can not determine an inclusion object x
i
 both to class    and to the compliment 

   of    in   , that is written as       . The special value   is corresponding uncertainty case. Here          , 

     ̅̅ ̅̅ , and let          ,          . Thus the problem of construction of the algorithm    which gives an 

exact solution equation (1) is reduced to the problem of synthesis an appropriate operator    such as            . 

The problem itself is the special variant of the classical operator restore problem by information about a solution of (1) 

and right side of the operator equation. An operator approach to the p.r.[3] in some cases [3,5,8-10] gives the opportuni-

ty to determine conditions of correctness of an algebra   over the set   of p.r. and classification tasks. The last one 

means that for any      in algebra   constructed over {  } exists algorithm     which by   has to calculates the 

classification (information) matrix [   ]   
 of the task  , where     {   } and        ( 

 ). An algebra   is construct-

ed by way of an extension of algorithm family {  } through the operations 

(      )            [   
 ]   [   

  ], (5) 

(      )           [   
     

  ],  (6) 

          [         ].  (7) 

Note, that operations in (5) and (7) are standard and (6) is the Hadamard product. If we have an algebra   over operator 

family {  } then instead of equation (3) we can write 

 

     ,     { },                                                                                     (8) 

 

where algebra  { }   {     }   { }     and put a question about solvability equation (8). The addition re-

striction is caused the limitation on a neuron’s issue. For us, because of the diagonal activation function the output is an 

adder’s value and the absolute value of elements of the matrixes are bounded by 1. Another peculiarity is that instead of 

operation (6) we mean power operation, i.e.   . A maximal power of the operator from the   under a number of appli-

cations (5)-(7) is a power of the algebra   that we write as  
 

. Note that some problem of fuzzy recognition [4,11] is 

embedding both in (1), (2) and (8) too. 

 

The problem of NN learning has been inspirited to invent new models of artificial NN, but in comparative general 

cases the problem of correctness or ability to learn lays beyond of classical NN’s models. On the basis of the operator 
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approach, that takes into account a NN paradigm we propose a combined recognition model for receiving the exact 

solutions of the p.r. problem. The point 3 of the paper contains the conditions of correctness of algebra   constructed 

over {  } for  -regular p.r. tasks that essentially means the conditions of solvability of the inverse problem for eq.(1). 

2 Spatial 3D Neural Network over Operators from Model   

Starting from the description of the recognizing operator we imply to construct non-classical 3D neural network ( -

block) which reproduces calculations of that operator. We proceed from the preconception that informational descrip-

tion (image)            of the object to be analyzed and which is entered to the inputs of first layer of the  -block is 

summarized not as the set of the homogeneous input signals, but as the set of different kinds of signals. We may notice 

that classical papers on NN modeling do not regard differences among inputs of NN and here we can refer to animated 

nature for comprehensive 3D evaluation of the surrounding via hearing, vision, smell, sensations etc. and its combina-

tions. We admit, that a priori singled out the set of combinations of the first layer neuron’s inputs, namely:           , 

where   {  }    {       }. Thus here the information image            of any object from   { } that is an 

input of our NN ( -block) consist of heterogeneous types of input signals, i.e. groups of combinations:          . Let 

  (            ),    (               
),    (               

),   (     ), where   be a scalar product,      

and    
be the weight of the feature               . 

Parameters for both the   -block and Zhuravlev’s operator. Let’s consider the model recognizing operators   
{ (            )} , where any     (Zhuravlev’s operator) and corresponding   -block that calculates by task 

  (    
 )    the intermediate assessments matrix   [   ]   

 for test dataset    {          } and  coincident 

with the matrix that calculates the operator    . This operator is called  -operator. Then matrix   will be used for 

final classification of objects from test data set    . The decision rule    may calculates by a matrix   the classification 

matrix   [    ]       {     }                      but the   probably does not coincident with the matrix  . 

That is why by now the aim is to construct for an     the appropriate 3D NN and following our approach after pro-

cessing an information through  -block it takes a few intermediate steps of appropriate calculations in algebra   before 

to get a matrix   via   . In that case the activation function for  -block has to be diagonal function    assigned on 

       with values also in       . 
Let us get back to an operator     which assigned by the next parameters:   {  } ,     (          ) , 

   (          ),    (          ),    where:  

   {       } is subset of features; 

           are the weights of features which numbered       , they also play a role of synaptic weights for inputs of 

1
st 

layer neurons in our model(see Fig.1);  

           are weights of objects from training dataset, which also play a role of synaptic weights (already 

                    ) for inputs of 2
nd

 layer (level) neurons. The weights can change from class to class under 

     only but for     and for Th.1 weights           do not depend on classes and fixed in advance;            

are the parameters of a nearness function, which also play a role of parameters of an activation function for 1
st
 level 

neurons. In our case                where   is nonnegative integer from      . Parameter   {   }   
       The structure of the  -block and calculations. It is presented in Fig.1, where the calculation of the assessment     is 

displayed only. The draft and simple version of this network were presented in [4], [6]. The total number of neurons for 

 -block is          . The number of 1
st
 level neurons in    -plane is    , and any neuron from the 1

st
 level is top 

node and it has stratification along  -axis, exactly   neurons in the stratification all together. The activation function for 

a 1
st
 level neuron is   

 (      )    , if  (      )    and   
 (      )  (   ) , if  (      )   , where 

 (      )  is a Hamming distance between       , for            . We substitute in the Fig.1 the 

tion  
 (      ) for   

 (    ). Let us introduce the variable   
 

          , where    is the compliment for class    

in   , and    denotes an arbitrary object from   
 
, the “weight” of object    is   

   (  )   . Let us introduce the 

special symbol – value   that finishing any list of training set for every 

  
 
                                           

 (   )            The activation function for a 2
nd

 level neuron  is 

  

  ( 
      

(   )
)  

{
  
 

  
 ∑   ( )  (     ) 

    
 
 

     
 
(      )   

           

 (             
 
)               
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The value     
(   )

 is the value calculated by the adder of the 2
nd

 level neuron and in Fig.1 for our convenience is used 

more simple denotation      
( )

. The equality    ( 
      

(   )
)    means, that the value of the function    not determines or 

even not calculates under given arguments.  

The total number of 2
nd

 level neurons in    -plane is  , and any neuron from the 2
nd

 level also has the stratification 

along  -axis with number of neurons equal    . The third level of  -block contains   neurons by number of classes. 

Each neuron of 1
st
 level and all its duplicates along  -axis has   inputs and one output, which connected with 2

nd
 level 

neuron in appropriate slice of the stratification. 

For example 1
st
 level neuron      connected with 2

nd
 level neuron     , where   is a number of class,     . Each 

neuron of 2
nd

 level in stratification has additional input from its output (feedback connection) for accumulation of  -part 

of total assessment     and its synaptic weight     , while      (      
 
). When     , then    becomes «0» 

and    restore the value «1» when the new       will come to the input of  -block. For each       while      

the objects    form   
 

 consequently are entered to the input of  -block. The case when      for all   
 

,            

causes the change of test object from   . We have a subsequent alteration of objects both from    (external loop) and 

from    (internal loop). Process starts when the 1
st
 object from    entering to the inputs of  -block and it takes a posi-

tion as argument of the activation function of a neuron of the 1
st
 level and that means the 1

st
 epoch has been run

1
. The 

result of any epoch is a string of the matrix   as output of the 3
rd

 layer neurons is issued for further processing via ap-

propriate algebraic operations. In this case a 3
rd

 level neuron of the  -block has diagonal activation function    with 

values differs from the «0» only within the segment       . 
The process is finished when the test set    is exhausted. In case of feedback connection (2

nd
 level of  -block) the 

adder’s value   is transmitted to the appropriate input of the same neuron for the next iteration by    until     . Let us 

note that the copying of  -blocks makes possible the parallel calculation of matrices   and/or  . As it is pointed in Fig.1 

the calculation of the assessment    
( )

 for a 2
nd

 level neuron happens under         |  
 
| and the last calculated value 

   
    |  

 
| is needed   -part of the assessment     . The initial value    

( )
  , for all    . 

Then all outputs from 2
nd

 level neuron’s stratification entering to the “1”-weighted inputs of 3
rd

 level neuron (sepa-

rate class), where the assessment     is calculated at the adder. This assessment     equal to the value of the assessment 

of the operator from model   (by Zhuravlev’s operator) for object       for class    

                                                           
1 term epoch is conditional and has been taken from classical theory for our convenience 

 

       -block. 
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     ∑  (  ) ∑   
 (       )

        

 (   ) ∑  (  ) ∑   
 (       )  

       ̅ 

 

                          

                                     

 ∑  (  ) ∑   
 (       )

       
 
 

 

                              

and     according our agreement has to be from segment       . Note, that the values of matrix elements for any opera-

tors from algebra   also have to be from the same interval       ..The assign of all parameters mentioned above for 

  (    
 ) depends on whether the   (    

 ) is an  -regular task (see point 3 beneath). 

3 Correctness of algebra   with  -operators from  

  { (            )} over  -regular p. r. tasks 

Let     sets (   ) and  (   )     , if     and  (   )     , if    . Let for any task   (    
 )  

  the next trivial restrictions hold: 

I.          (                 ) i.e. classes pairwise differs from each other and  

II.        , i.e. training dataset and test dataset do not intersected.  

Let any non-empty system   {  } ,    {       }  has fixed. Note, it could be    {       }     

{{ } { }   { }} or       . Now no restrictions put on    but trivial ones from above. As for restrictions on parame-

ters    ,     of the decision rule   , besides          , for our aims it is enough to restrict the parameters    

      ,          , namely:    (    )  ⁄ ,      . 

So task   (    
 ) is  -regular, if: 

1) for any pair classes      (           ) exists object    (     ), and set     and feature 

      
                                                              

                                                                        ⋃   

    

       
   

. 

2) for any pair          (      ) exists object      and set     and feature     : 

 

 )       ⋃   

    

           

  

                                                               b)   (      )    (       ). 

 

Let   is the set of  -regular tasks under given  . Essentially the choice of   determines both non-zero values of 

synaptic weights for any      of  -block’s inputs and moreover determines the set   -regular tasks itself. 

Underline that these conditions 1), 2) are the sufficient conditions for construction of the algorithm     in algebra  , 

which gives exact solution for any   -regular p. r. task   . 

4 Conclusion 

In the paper the new non-classical 3D NN which is part of the combined recognition model with appropriate com-

putational complexity and the model itself are constructed. The proposed construction is based on both a special opera-

tor (Zhuravlev’s operator) and on calculations in the algebra   that allows us to state a problem of correctness of net-

work’s solutions in terms of the solvability of the inverse problem for the operator equation that tradeoffs with general 

operator theory. In the combined model the constructed NN ( -block) performs calculations at the “bottom” level. Fur-

ther calculations are performed via algebraic operations which do not increase essentially the total complexity of the 

calculations. The found conditions allow to prove the correctness of the algebra of recognizing algorithms over  -

regular tasks. The same conditions are the conditions of solvability for operator equation     ,    {  }. Among 

interesting applications for the proposed model and approach  there is the problem of program segmentation [5], that is 

the discrete extreme NP-hard problem in memory management field. 
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